A New Start: Rebirth of The Online Journal of Health Ethics
To our devoted coeditors, reviewers, authors and consumers, thanks for patience as the Online Journal of Health Ethics (OJHE) transitioned to its current home. Within this nearly two years that it has taken for the journal to 'settle' down with all the jiggles worked out on its new server, the world of health ethics has continued to emerge with demands for attention. Morrison Stewart's article, telling the Truth, admonishes health care workers of an ethical necessity of telling patients the truth about their diagnosis and prognosis during a process that unfolds over time. In the Teaching Nursing Students Empathic Communication article by Dr. McMillan, we are reminded that empathy is the foundation of understanding patient's needs. A case study is presented of a nursing student who had already been socialized 'out of empathy'. This attitude was manifested by the student as a stronger preference for care for machines than for terminally ill patients. The question begs, how much are health care educational institutions doing to 'teach' empathy? That brings us to the age old adage, can empathy be taught? We may not be able to answer that, but as health care professionals, it is my opinion that we need to work hard to 'convince' those that we care for that we are indeed empathetic to them. To bring this ethical duty home, one must read Ms. Tatum and Dr. Gunn's article, Safeguarding Dignity, presents the story of Gwen, a stroke victim. This heartwarming story reminds us of the frailty of humans. The only difference between victim and provider is that one is being cared for at that moment and the other is rending the care at that moment. We are all part of the human family and are subject to 
